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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To enable an applicant
for call to directly talk with a user himself even when
the destination of the user desired to talk by the
applicant for call is not fixed or changed over and
over again. SOLUTION: A location recognizing
device 2 located in each of rooms recognizes the
locations of respective users 1a-1d by
communicating with a portable identification medium
5, recognizing fingerprints, inputting ID numbers or
performing voice recognition, voiceprint analysis or
image recognition and when a telephone call is

incoming to the users 1a-1d, a transfer device 3
transfers the telephone call to an extension device 4
close to the location of the user recognized by the
location recognizing device 2.
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[89l4>ffMftKB]

(0001]

10 0 0 2]

*« , ^ ibHT V > a ft

iMRSSB^fc a a -ttttft*"tt<caisigufci»36»o r
*fc^»1tB«r«>5r©-rt«lcil9-«ofc9, «miSi^ 20

±«ag£ nJfig^l'5£S £ t T-j»Kflffl & tin > a

[0004] i r -m&ftmmmms.im. t<

#©«B©*ftftffl&*#* y-Srft UHkfPt a ft if L 30.

u ^4#wftte9lcig#ti-sridSTfr4J: $fcft

*A £XJftS«*ia *»SjM±, aj£4rS"l* fctt#OS*JC

[0 00 5] c© ± 5 ftspfl! $-«r#iBt*a fc.«>,

s##^*rtii«B©*i£<EStf* ytmtptbz t

ktfzifetftZ. LA»Lft*-fen C©>FS(Eat-#^^t

©fi
1

jfefr«et a^ bb?& a.

[0 0 0 6] feat- Mi, ^fli|^ffi*^£OSJSS/^ft(C<?

^TflBBfcaflTtej: 9BBH-a^t>%A Wia. «sj

iff, *»Bfft©#*Alcfia*^5tIWU r©s
* y*%^X®tt<?ym)KR*mWUm&

(3) #M 2 0 0 1 - 1 5 6 9 2 1

4

T* , BB*:^ it a«W«*B#*©ftffttR^#ft*R*

»

W^JfcB+Swiis-srfiB-rfca. U>>Lft#^
AMKtl t ttWt*< fc^fcRfi LT

eaFtt-cttftv^.

. [0 0 0 7] ^d-C, ::©«fl©»Btt\ «R«r*Mta

»»*HK£ta r i t\ a$ J: < ffi-T- 4-iiBT* a 1*3

$mm&m >*r a a ^ 1 1*a

.

10 [0 0 08]

sttAaifKBo 5 feae*a#©#a+a«#*fc«B

Bt««t 8«lffl*©S»gf a i 5 0rJE©a^

B#**o X # fclBie:, msigtl9rBKSffl-e©Jg4@f

5 es-S© fc ^{fx.a t>*i?*>a.

[0009] mmz&mmemwit, mtm^mm
mmmmmmmmxm^ntzmmt, %m

»BftiSv^j»aBi ©B8*f+rt *S^1-aitaSrtttt
1-afc^cot5tt^g^^L. 8SEfiM#fc«Ba5*^>o

^«ftB^B»Slxfcje»plc:jSv^l|fiBfcteiSt
aiitsjxfcbo-cfcs,,

[0010]; :»*«3 lcffitt©3SfH« % euESiii^S

1-afci?>©E«»Bt, WE#»Jffl#^*B«^*oT*

*«Bi*:«ta<)©t?*a.

Tie«^* *:te»»iiw:K:att- l , sttKffjBanjitft:
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itt, r©j^^©B»e*ti[Etea*iiici3s»+a
±5'tschfc-t>©'"Cfca.
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t WTfc*-©.*»frgB>!lU £0A;fr3iifctt##4*

fci 9#S**bfcHlffi#i a - l d ©g»Bfte*:ti5io
ABBB 41 g Aft£BB£S1-6
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1 fto r v * a.
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S 0 cfrtt, fiKifUflHfi a~i d#iMfcir*"Ct>&-f

«R*a*oT<
T'#Jffl#l a-1 dfcfcoT*«4»£d*ibSa»&?fc
5. a-l (HIB£ftitt{bttB«

kV'«B«:jgBBfBMSB 2 tfBft+* i , tf^Brt
kin-^ »aa 4 § k: a-& ft* t ^a-e fo 5 1^
K^gi^ 3 WrigiS^^X^^ % 1 <o-B^{cBRlES«:

[0 0 2 9] *fc, - (7)teiS'gfi 3 fi, ##IJJB«- 1 a -
l dO0fNfi-«HBMtB, PHSXV»BS!?B«0»
ASBRl 1 ©BBt-t^AXoGitKB Kr ^

1 d ^UJ4!T-&ofc 9 B«9fBMSB 2 ^©SflWc
^iJi'«a v5f&W, ±T^JgsrrfB»ifiB 2 \c

fia-ld) ©*±©AiMSK 4 36SKL«l1.0»*t
tt, *UB# la-Id fl5*Hft«)*BlCJ6 CTT-feKS ^

nrv 3
-rtcoffla^K^VMC > H 2 <

,

^oTSfcEBRB'^Kx-^^^ K7-</) rtlr

MBBBl l 0*R#^^BRKS1-6 J: )C^r^

[0 0 3 0] * fc, 1 a - 1 d *S g»-©rt»B
IS 4 STfeH CTteSKB 3 LTi:K r. 4 t

1

,

CBKKcgifJH-SttwfiJffl* (H2-4^iJffl^i b-
1 d) OrtSlMl 2i^lig^^f5 JpfcftoTl*

AM-ffiSi 2*fr:irWc+63!l»Srft-tttSJ: pfctft^i

[0 0 3 1 ] :*^fi3ll *.T©Jg»
BfBBSB2:K*3^T?i]ffl#l a-l d ©l-ijgfflcol^

.(fflfflti a-i d) *BL+<oii^C ifiJ/13

tu-ld w«ti: J: 9 ^»RftLT*JV^fcBfl»ca

^ ^^fedff ur*s< ± •jicftoT^-Sa ct7)^^^

> «-rtB«B4 trtJR* *ife icy-t- 3 #tf)ft/^

t-> BB*B#o*^t*^B«4LT«»LTteft,
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(ttSX&#) l 6 S ItttaB#S## 7'? v =t * y

*

fete, ^©»&teJsv^T, iK#ffi#<Plt£#3-£&£
Kg 3 rt-enBi/t, *©aB*a**>tt*
S:^ ftigffi tT v> fcr-TVi'T- ? rt> 6 ftiiffi L 4 *

w

ft£ £ fc tt* o t
>f gKMK r x xm> hmm

h

[0 0 3 2] $ &k s «tff p h s Rtfattsa^s

©«*»»*fcfUTv aB#8#<0fcF£#j*jB»-L

1*1 a- Id) OH^^-^jSffl^ (7K^) fcgfc

«r*J;§fcLTi&ir\ coa^rt, B2©*ir<, ft

SJffl#l a~l d^Wfofc^lCl, g^CD^iflt^^
Vfa-f^i/^fA (X*ffi«BW6W 13*

vm-TJ -'is £ LfOXSHMR-OttStf fc o-fc

fcBB?t*wi-
( 0 0 3 3) W± % BBSr^tt fbftfc*IJffi# 1 a -

WBBl SlcfeV^Ta#«* («B£*#)
lei 5 j&4M"5J: -) LTfc

£

k * wtt^icfcv^r

,

*M*ia Cf#-»©«B I 7 fe^rtta*©f)Jfl§# 1 a

StftitBl 5K:ttTrt^-CJ6»L, SSBBStraiST
*a©*Jfll#i a -:i dinSHBt'KSfSIRlc,

£&B 3-tfJ§£3rBB£fl>2 a> <b©tiHlfcS^T @»
ftfcBBte&rsiSfcL (H2#B) N SB£a>ite>
tlltmS* la-Id #BL*-e* 5 , * fctt*-©Jia

[0 0 3 4 ] r*i?>, #]ffl#l a-l d.#^«jai/-y

Wha^tiffiNK£B 2 T* fefijffi^ l

a - 1 d ©JgBBri**Bf*# fcjfco-/!:#&*>tt#JME
ft, StfWW-i a-i df8t*©*aK:j:9»fi-c*fi
J: 5 fcftof*J-0 ,

:

ts»Sft'3 «>Ett£B KrV
1*7^ 7) rt^t^IS^-^Ma^T^^^

[0 0 3 5) (KaiSBSKfeltSCjIxboa*©** .50
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fc^ajftw * ttfc y 7 h •> * 7 7* p if7 j* or

**K*ia*tir^*y (ram) fc-a#ttic*ftsn

f CPU#»fft-SJ:9^4oT
[0 0 3 6 ] <»tt>±E»tf<ort*BBtea6 fc>X7LA

[o o 3 7 1 sr. ^fflaicetttsttfcjga^fBBsa

2 ic^ri^f x ^ijffl^- 1 a-].d ^JS^BTrBBISB 2 £IS

ar«.
[oo38] mmmmm.2

1

lxtmm

a - 1 d ^XBK^illfffflBVJiK^ 5 Sr^r^©*-
KKKB 2 a (-Ji«STBBBa 2 ) \z.m*& b^fcftS
f% ^^SttSfrBBitB 2 ##ijfli# i a -id wg«Bf

[0 0 3 9] 4 fc, BBKBHSB 2 t LTSHttfflw

BttKa2*i£#ift (Wx.«, i»ici®aa) nog

«0fB»KR 2 i a - i d (Dmrn^mm-

[004 0] hZWi, JStt0fBSKK2 <h Lf J D h

wOJSV^rBKSB 2 ^*]ffl# la-id <Dmm%%

[0 0 4 1] gSgfBB3£fl2 t Lf, AiiM
taSB t Lf o-t * ,x y r -f h 2 d tfftffl S nt

1 a ~ 1 d !js-tr#3. y r h

2 d sra 5 aitfc»*j§L?, H-id
SKfffflfK8ilKf|C5 Lf©0f3£© ID*- K5 d

d i>mmzxm*m o , i jg-c r^jgagrBBiSfl

[0 0 4 2] \ Lf . o#Jg«9fBRSB 2 t«IB*
i a-id ^^BTrrJ:, #^0fS^|Sl

zmm%\ a-i dwjgaBffeBBL*:i#js-cteaK

B3KiS»*ix5.
[0 0 4 3] fcic, «itf v ^BSriiCf^ttwBlBi
7A*fe^r*lA»©*Ufl#I a-l dKBfi#jM*oT£
fc^g-ri:, srsttftjii 6#gfrtBi 5^asf^
ea* l, ^^ti 3 «a cr*a©w»# ia-id
t«Bteas+5 (B2*b) o

[0044] rtii*acf^fni^fii
i a -i dKmMtffrvfhtitzm&him^
3*acx*a©ioffl#i a-i dtttBteats,
[0 0 4 5] 6SKB 3 tt, AB^ettlSB



n
!>*7^p^7A«:Bli*tt|LT±>*5 (RAM) {;:-

fcoPT«B3aft*fr5.

[0 0 4 6] *r«iS*tt 3 11, fl»©ft£, 1 D#»

(BBS**) l 6£fcf±aB*a#KJ:9BB®:/7
y > * y-c©#*AA*fc i 9 a* l r t & 5 - i t\
*©BB#£©»/B#1 a-l dli*^bnfct><0-e*

*\ fi«9rBMIttK2TBK$Hfii4hfiJffi#l a-i d

(*B^*) ©S»Br«>fflf#tHbL'&toit, r.Hk:j;9

B4fca»WfcBRlEiSt*. (SaaSB3li,
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4) Machine Translation of the cited reference 4(Kokai No.2001-156921)
(revised portions (0028),(0032) and (0055) are underlined and several terms
are unified)

[Claim l]An extension-call transfer system which gives call transfer to the
other party of whom two or more extension telephones are connected to,

and a telephone call candidate expects among the extension telephones
concerned, comprising:
A room recognition device installed in two or more predetermined
positions so that room of a user using said extension telephone might be
recognized.

A transmission device which performs call transfer to an extension
telephone near room of the user concerned according to correlation defined
beforehand based on a recognition result of room in said room recognition
device when said user has got a telephone call.

[Claim 2]Are the extension-call transfer system according to claim 1, and
said transmission device, It has the memory storage for storing information
which defines correlation with room recognized with said room recognition
device, and an extension telephone near the room concerned, An
extension-call transfer system characterized by making it transmitted to an
extension telephone near [ when said user has got a telephone call ] room
recognized with said room recognition device based on information in said
memory storage.

[Claim 3]The extension-call transfer system comprising according to claim

Room where said transmission device has been recognized with said room
recognition device.

Memory storage for storing information which defines correlation with an
extension telephone near the room concerned.
A display which displays an extension telephone near [ when said user has
got a telephone call ] room recognized with said room recognition device
based on information in said memory storage.

[Claim 4]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, and said room recognition device, It communicates to a
contact process or a noncontact type to a portable discriminating medium
which said each user carries, An extension-call transfer system, wherein it

reads each of said user's identification information recorded in the portable
discriminating medium concerned, it recognizes that said each user is near
the room recognition device concerned and a recognition result of this
room is transmitted by said transmission device.
[Claim 5]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, and said room recognition device, Speech recognition or
voiceprint analysis about an input of fingerprint recognition and a
password, and each of said user's voice, Or said each user is identified
according to image recognition about a picture which picturized said each
user with a predetermined imaging camera, An extension-call transfer
system, wherein it recognizes that said each user is near said each room
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recognition device based on this discriminated result and a recognition
result of this room is transmitted by said transmission device.
[Claim 6]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 5, and said transmission device, An extension-call transfer
system characterized by suspending call transfer to said all extension
telephones when said user has recognized that it is in a predetermined
non-sensing zone with said room recognition device.
[Claim 7]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 6, and said transmission device, An extension-call transfer
system made possible [ performing an alternative measure which carries
out call transfer to moved type telephones other than said extension
telephone which the user concerned carries, when said all room recognition
devices do not recognize room of said user of whom said telephone call
candidate expects ].

[Claim 8]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 7, and said transmission device. When said all room recognition
devices do not recognize room of said user of whom said telephone call
candidate expects, Speech information with said telephone call candidate or
other predetermined persons selected from speech information of said
telephone call candidate's voice or two or more selection branches which
were set up beforehand is recorded, An extension-call transfer system made
possible [ performing an alternative measure outputted to said extension
telephone in which said user uses the speech information concerned
regularly according to said user's ex post operation J.

[Claim 9]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 8, and said transmission device, When said all room recognition
devices do not recognize room of said user of whom said telephone call
candidate expects, Operation by speech information of said telephone call
candidate's voice, and said telephone call candidate, operation by other
predetermined persons, Or an extension-call transfer system made possible
[ performing an alternative measure which transmits to a predetermined
text perusing device which generates text based on predetermined
information that information which specifies said telephone call candidate
was given, and with which said user uses the text concerned regularly
according to said user's ex post operation'].
[Claim 10] Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 9, and said transmission device, An extension-call transfer
system made possible [ performing an alternative measure which carries
out call transfer to a different extension telephone from said extension
telephone which the user concerned uses regularly by a priority which said
user set up beforehand, when said all room recognition devices do not
recognize room of said user of whom said telephone call candidate expects

[Claim ll]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 10, and said transmission device, An extension-call transfer
system made possible [ performing an alternative measure which carries
out call transfer to an extension telephone of a predetermined receiving
clerk member, when said all room recognition devices do not recognize
room of said user of whom said telephone call candidate expects ].
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[Claim 12]An extension-call transfer system which is the extension-call
transfer system according to any one of claims 7 to 11, and is characterized
by performing said alternative measure of said transmission device by
setting out for said every user.

[Claim 13]Are the extension-call transfer system according to any one of
claims 1 to 12, and said transmission device, Based on hysteresis
information which a history control function to manage a history about a

telephone call was given, and was collected by the history control function
concerned, An extension-call transfer system making have a function which
carries out call transfer of the telephone from the telephone call candidate
concerned to a specific user when the same telephone call candidate has
telephoned more nearly same user than fixed frequency.
* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may
not reflect the original precisiely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3in the Fig.s, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the extension-call transfer
system which performs call transfer at other places efficiently, while the
user is moving to other places.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Arf]There is an extension-telephone device
generally used at the company, the school, various institutions, a home, etc.

This assigns the outside line telephone concerning a typical telephone line
to each extension, or, generally is used as a device which enables the
telephone call of extension telephones.
[0003]In such an extension-telephone device, when there is no telling
whether generally the other party who wants to talk over the telephone is

at his desk, in many cases, and in outside line transmission or the
telephone call between extensions the other party is absent and it is moving
to other places, it is not efficient for not connecting a telephone simply.
[0004]By the way, to a common extension-telephone device, the others who
got to know having got the telephone call can do pushing operation of the
absent telephone answering service button of the others' telephone, and can
receive an absentee now instead of an absentee at it. However, as for this
method, it is not solution of the fundamental problem whether to the last,

the others can only answer by telephone instead of an absentee, and can
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contact to the person himself/ herself from it being dependent on
correspondence of the others who answered the telephone call.

[0005]In order to cancel such inconvenient, the telephone which offered the
absence-transfer button has spread. In this case, it becomes possible to
transmit automatically to the extension telephone near the destination at
the time of movement because an absentee operates the absence-transfer
button of an extension telephone beforehand. However, when the
destination is beforehand decided when using this absence-transfer button,
and there is no possibility of that change, it is convenient, but when a
destination is unfixed, or when a destination changes its address
frequently, it is very difficult [ it ] to specify all the destinations with an
absence-transfer button.

[0006]Or the method of recognizing the information about the other party's
presence/absence by communication a priori is also considered. For
example, the side to telephone is able to check the other party's enrollment
situation and movement state a priori by installing a surveillance camera in
the every place point in an administration building, picturizing the other
party's presence situation and movement state using this surveillance
camera, and displaying this picturized image on a display monitor device.
However, apart from an original extension-telephone device, since many
display monitors must be installed beforehand and a great quantity of
additional equipment is needed, it is not economical.
[0007]Then, while the other party who telephones is not taking a seat, the
technical problem of this invention is transmitting an extension telephone
to the other party's movement destination, and there is in providing the
extension-call transfer system which can telephone to a partner efficiently.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem]That an aforementioned problem should be
solved the invention according to claim 1, It is an extension-call transfer
system which gives call transfer to the other party of whom two or more
extension telephones are connected to, and a telephone call candidate
expects among the extension telephones concerned, A room recognition
device installed in two or more predetermined positions so that room of a

user using said extension telephone might be recognized, When said user
has got a telephone call, based on a recognition result of room in said room
recognition device, it has a transmission device which performs call

transfer to an extension telephone near room of the user concerned
according to correlation defined beforehand.
[0009]Room where said transmission device has been recognized with said
room recognition device as for the invention according to claim 2, When it

has the memory storage for storing information which defines correlation
with an extension telephone near the room concerned and said user has got
a telephone call, it is made to be transmitted to an extension telephone near
room recognized with said room recognition device based on information in
said memory storage.

[0010]Room where said transmission device has been recognized with said
room recognition device as for the invention according to claim 3, It has
memory storage for storing information which defines correlation with an
extension .telephone near the room concerned, and a display which displays
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an extension telephone near [ when said user has got a telephone call ]

room recognized with said room recognition device based on information in
said memory storage.

[0011]The invention according to claim 4 said room recognition device, It

communicates to a contact process or a noncontact type to a portable
discriminating medium which said each user carries, Each of said user's
identification information recorded in the portable discriminating medium
concerned is read, it recognizes that said each user is near the room
recognition device concerned, and a recognition result of this room is

transmitted by said transmission device.

[0012]The invention according to claim 5 said room recognition device,
Speech recognition or voiceprint analysis about an input of fingerprint
recognition and a password, and each of said user's voice, Or said each
user is identified according to image recognition about a picture which
picturized said each user with a predetermined imaging camera, it

recognizes that said each user is near said each room recognition device
based on this discriminated result, and a recognition result of this room is

transmitted by said transmission device.

[0013]When said transmission device has recognized that said user is in a
predetermined non-sensing zone with said room recognition device, it is

made for the invention according to claim 6 to have call transfer to said all

extension telephones suspended.
[0014]The invention according to claim 7 is made for said transmission
device to be able to perform an alternative measure which carries out call

transfer to moved type telephones other than said extension telephone
which the user concerned carries, when said all room recognition devices
do not recognize room of said user of whom said telephone call candidate
expects.

[0015]When said all room recognition devices do not recognize room of
said user of whom said telephone call candidate expects, the invention
according to claim 8 said transmission device, Speech information with said
telephone call candidate or other predetermined persons selected from
speech information of said telephone call candidate's voice or two or more
selection branches which were set up beforehand is recorded, It is

supposed that it is possible to perform an alternative measure outputted to
said extension telephone in which said user uses the speech information
concerned regularly according to said user's ex post operation.
[0016]When said all room recognition devices do not recognize room of
said user of whom said telephone call candidate expects, the invention
according to claim 9 said transmission device, Operation by speech
information of said telephone call candidate's voice, and said telephone call
candidate, operation by other predetermined persons, Or text is generated
based on predetermined information that information which specifies said
telephone call candidate was given, and it is supposed that it is possible to
perform an alternative measure which transmits to a predetermined text
perusing device with which said user uses the text concerned regularly
according to said user's ex post operation.
[0017]The invention according to claim 10 said transmission device, When
said all room recognition devices do not recognize room of said user of
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whom said telephone call candidate expects, it is supposed that it is

possible to perform an alternative measure which carries out call transfer to
a different extension telephone from said extension telephone which the
user concerned uses regularly by a priority which said user set up
beforehand.

[0018]The invention according to claim 11 is made for said transmission
device to be able to perform an alternative measure which carries out call
transfer to an extension telephone of a predetermined receiving clerk
member, when said all room recognition devices do not recognize room of
said user of whom said telephone call candidate expects.
[0019]As for the invention according to claim 12, said alternative measure
of said transmission device is performed by setting out for said every user.
[0020]The invention according to claim 13 said transmission device, Based
on hysteresis information which a history control function to manage a
history about a telephone call was given, and was collected by the history
control function concerned, When the same telephone call candidate has
telephoned more nearly same user than fixed frequency, you are made to
have a function which carries out call transfer of the telephone from the
telephone call candidate concerned to a specific user.
[0021]

[Embodiment of the Invention]<Composition> Fig. 1 is a figure showing the
outline of the whole extension-call transfer system concerning the
embodiment of 1 of this invention. This extension-call transfer system
installs the room recognition device 2 which recognizes users [, such as an
employee, the personnel, or a family who uses this like Fig. 1, / la-Id ]

room in every place, When each users la-Id are telephoned by outside line
or an extension, after the room recognition device 2 recognizes
automatically the users (la-Id) room, the transferring device 3 installed in
headquarters is made to perform call transfer to the extension telephone 4
near users (la-Id) room.
[0022]As the room recognition device 2, two or more signal readers 2a-2d
installed, for example in the building and indoor each part store are used,
Contact or non-contact perform signal communication to the portable
discriminating media 5, such as the transmitter 5c built in IC cards 5a and
5b which the users la-Id carry, the badge attached and used for clothes,
etc., He is trying to read identification information, such as an each users
(la-Id) ID number for discernment recorded in the portable discriminating
medium 5. The card reader 2a or noncontact card reader 2b of the contact
type with which this room recognition device 2 specifically performs signal
communication like Fig. 1 to IC cards 5a and 5b as the portable
discriminating medium 5, The ON leaving controlling device 2c with which
ID transponder etc. which perform radio to the transmitter 5c within the
badge as the portable discriminating medium 5 were used is used. Or the
security gate 2d currently generally used as this ON leaving controlling
device in a store, a library, etc. which sell or lend out an audio CD etc. is

adopted, It may be made to read on radio the tag information for radio
(identification information) beforehand formed in predetermined ID card
5d as the portable discriminating medium 5. Of course, the compound
method which could adopt systematically the method of either of two or



more methods of these room recognition device 2 (2a-2d), or combined the
method of some of these (2a-2d) may be adopted. Two or more of these
room recognition devices 2 (2a-2d) are connected to the transferring device
3 by a cable or radio.

[0023]Here, when adopting the card reader 2a of a contact type as the room
recognition device 2, the timing which recognizes room whose room
recognition devices 2 are the users la-Id is a time of the users la-Id
making one of the card readers 2a read the portable discriminating medium
5 intentionally. When adopting noncontact card reader 2b as the room
recognition device 2, the timing which recognizes room whose room
recognition devices 2 are the users la-Id is a time of each room recognition
device 2 communicating with the portable discriminating medium 5
periodically (it is about 1 time in 1 minute), and automatically. Or in
adopting the ON leaving controlling devices 2c, such as ID transponder, as
the room recognition device 2, the timing which recognizes room whose
room recognition devices 2 are the users la-Id serves as a time of the users
la-Id performing ON leaving. And each users (la-Id) room recognized
with each of this room recognition device 2 is transmitted to the
transferring device 3, when each room recognition device 2 has recognized
room which is the users la-Id.

[0024]ln the portable discriminating medium 5 used with these room
recognition devices 2. When the ID number for discernment for identifying
each users la-Id of each other (identification information) is given and
each room recognition device 2 communicates with the portable
discriminating medium 5, by recognizing the ID number for discernment in
the portable discriminating medium 5. It can recognize easily which users
la-Id are in which room. Although it is necessary to make users (la-Id) all

the members carry the portable discriminating medium 5, it is diverting
card readers, such as ON recession management, a diligence-and-indolence
controlling device, etc. which has generally already spread, for example as
the room recognition device 2, and can prevent the increase in the big
burden by addition of equipment.
[0025]The transferring device 3 is the so-called telephone switchboard of
the CTI (computer telephony integration) method which built in CPU, main
memory (RAM), and predetermined memory storage (hard disk drive), for
example like Fig. 2, Based on the extension-telephone book data memorized
in built-in memory storage (hard disk drive), it is supposed that it is

possible to perform a telephone exchange about all the target extension
telephones 4. And while choosing the telephone of an exchange place
automatically based on the information which this transferring device 3
contained the voice reception device, and was received from outside line or
an extension, While a general voice synthesis method performs [ "it is

under call etc. now", etc. and ] automatic reception with a sound to those
who have telephoned (the following "telephone call candidate" is called),
for example at the time of a telephone exchange, Automatic reception with
"the telephone call is got from Mr. XX" etc. and a sound is performed to the
other party (users la-Id) who answered in the phone.
[0026]And this transferring device 3 is having other party specific
information, such as a user's name, an ID number, or an extension number,



inputted by the number input in the touch-tone phone of a telephone, etc.

by the receiving clerk member (telephone operator) 16 or a telephone call

candidate, It is recognized to which users la-Id the phone call is made,
This inputted other party specific information is tested by comparison to

the information on each users [ la-Id (other party) ] room recognized with
the room recognition device 2, and call transfer is automatically carried out
to the extension telephone 4 nearest to users (la-Id) room pinpointed by
this.

[0027]The correlation with room recognized by the room recognition device
2 and the extension telephone 4 to which a call is transferred is defined by
the data table stored previously in the memory storage of the transferring
device 3.

[0028]In this case, fixed non-sensing zones of a building or room are
previously inputted in the Transferring, device 3 arid a. call for any one of
the users la-Id will not be transferred to any of the extension telephnes 4
when it is recognized by the room recognition device 2 that a colled user is

in said non-sensing zone, this is because such a transfer of a call may be
inconvenience to a user who is in said fixed non-sensing zones, for
instance, meeting room, a rest room or a crush room to accept it and it is

desirable to disable call transfer when the user is recognized by the
recognition device 2 to be in Such fixed non-sensing zones. In this case, it

will change to other methods, such as transmission of the E-mail according
like the after-mentioned to a voice memo, the housesitting sound recording
to a housesitting sound recording telephone, and alphabetic-data-izing until

the users la-Id come out from non-sensing zones, such as a conference
room, a lobby, or a toilet.

[0029]This transferring device 3 The each users (la-Id) cellular phone to

possess, The telephone number of the moved type telephones 11, such as
PHS and a **** type slave, is beforehand memorized in built-in memory
storage (hard disk drive), When it is in the place in which the users la-Id
are not going out or which cannot perform communication to the room
recognition device 2 etc., The case whfere the information about users (la-Id
) room is acquired in no room recognition devices 2, Or when the extension
telephone 4 of the session of the other party (users la-Id) who was able to

telephone is busy, Based on the information in the transferring device 3
beforehand set up according to a users (la-Id) prior hope, Like Fig. 2, call

transfer is carried out to the telephone number of the moved type
telephones 11, such as a cellular phone beforehand memorized in the
applied memory storage (hard disk drive), PHS, and a **** type slave.
[0030]By what each users la-Id set as the transferring device 3 beforehand
through their extension-telephone 4 grade. When a certain user (the 1st
user la) is an absence or during the conversation like Fig. 2, for example, a
telephone is transmitted to the extension telephone 12 of other users (the
2-4th users lb-Id) who belong to the same organization as this 1st user la.

In this case, when the 1st user la has attached the priority to other users
lb-Id (for example, a secretary, a subordinate, etc.) beforehand, it is
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desirable to determine into which the extension telephone 12 of the
destination is made according to that priority.

[0031 ]Or the case where the information about users (la-Id) room is

acquired in no room recognition devices 2 as for this transferring device 3,
Or when the other party (users la-Id) who was able to telephone is during
the conversation, based on the information beforehand set up by users
(la-Id) hope, the voice memo is saved at the extension telephone 4 of the
users (la-Id) session. This voice memo saves the telephone call candidate's
voice as speech information in the IC memory etc. which were built in each
extension telephone 4, and the users la-Id do pushing operation of the
predetermined button, and it enables it to reproduce the saved speech
information ex post.In this case, a telephone call candidate may utter a
message directly, the voice message in a voice memo may record, and the
receiving clerk member (telephone operator) 16 or a telephone call

candidate may be made to determine it by choosing with a touch-tone
phone button out of two or more routine messages. In this case, a
telephone call candidate's telephone number is checked within the
transferring device 3, that telephone call candidate's name or name is

extracted from the table data prepared beforehand, and it is automatically
good also as "there was a telephone from Mr. XX" about that name or
name. Or an IC memory may not be used but the housesitting sound
recording telephone which records speech information, such as a telephone
call candidate's voice, to the tape may be used as it is.

[0032] In addition, instead of transfering a call to a cellular phone, PHS, a
handset etc., character information produced by recognizing the voice of a

caller and convertihg same to 'text data or a fixed sentence selected by the
caller or an operator 16 by pushing a button can be sent to an e-mail adress
of the user (la-Id). In this case, after each users la-Id return to a seat like
Fig. 2, the computing system (text perusing device) 13 which he uses is

started, It can be checked easily that there has been a telephone on the
screen of the computing system 13 by the text as an E-mail.

[0033]Or the users la-Id who were able to telephone are during the
conversation, or when the room cannot be recognized with all the room
recognition devices 2, it may be made for the receiving clerk member
(telephone operator) 16 to answer in a voice in the secretary telephone 15
of the representation in Fig. 1. In this case, when one of the users la-Id has
got the telephone call from the external telephone 17 through outside line,
When the receiving clerk member 16 appears in the secretary telephone 15,
answers in a voice and transmits a telephone to the users la-Id of hope
through the transferring device 3 first, This transferring device 3 is made to
carry out call transfer automatically based on the information from the
room recognition device 2 (refer to Fig. 2), The users la-Id who were able
to telephone are during the conversation, or when the room cannot be
recognized with all the room recognition devices 2, again, the receiving
clerk member 16 appears in the secretary telephone 15, and answers in a
voice.

[0034]The alternative measure the case where" these users la-Id are in a
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non-sensing zone, and at the time of the ability to check users (la-Id) room
with neither of the room recognition devices 2, each user 1 - it can set up
now by the hope for a-everyd, and can be set now as the predetermined
setting table in the memory storage (hard disk drive) of the transferring
device 3.

[0035] All of these various functions in the transferring device 3 are that by
which order is carried out according to the software program beforehand
stored in built-in memory storage (hard disk drive), After this software
program is read and being temporarily stored in main memory (RAM), the
CPU operates according to the software program in this memory.
[ 0036] Operation of the extension-call transfer system of the
above-mentioned composition <of operation> is explained.
[0037]First, in the room recognition device 2 arranged in each part store,

the users (la-Id) room recognition device 2 is recognized.
[0038]Concretely, when the card reader 2a of the contact type is adopted as
the room recognition device 2, When the users la-Id make one of the card
readers 2a (room recognition device 2) read the portable discriminating
medium 5 intentionally, this room recognition device 2 recognizes room
which is the users la-Id.

[0039]When noncontact card reader 2b is adopted as the room recognition
device 2 and each room recognition device 2 communicates with the
portable discriminating medium 5 periodically (it is about 1 time in 1

minute), and automatically, this room recognition device 2 recognizes room
which is the users la-Id.

[0040]Or when the ON leaving controlling devices 2c, such as ID
transponder, are adopted as the room recognition device 2 and the users
la-Id perform ON leaving, this room recognition device 2 recognizes room
which is the users la-Id.

[0041]When the security gate 2d as an ON leaving controlling device is

adopted as the room recognition device 2, When each users la-Id pass
through the security gate 2d, The security gate 2d reads on radio the tag
information for radio of predetermined ID card 5d as the portable
discriminating medium 5 which each users la-Id carry (identification

information), and room in which this room recognition device 2 is the users
la-Id is recognized at this time.

[0042]And each users (la-Id) room recognized with each of this room
recognition device 2 is transmitted to the transferring device 3, when each
room recognition device 2 has recognized room which is the users la-Id.
[0043]Next, for example, when one of the users la-Id has got the telephone
call from the external telephone 17 through outside line, the receiving clerk
member 16 appears in the secretary telephone 15, answers in a voice, and
transmits a telephone to the users la-Id of hope through the transferring
device 3 first (refer to Fig. 2).

[0044]Or when the extension is led, it shifts and those users la-Id are
telephoned, a telephone is similarly transmitted to the users la-Id of hope
through the transferring device 3.

[0045] At this time, the transferring device 3 reads the software program
beforehand stored in built-in memory storage (hard disk drive), and carries
out storing ** temporarily [ main memory / (RAM) ], and the CPU
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operates according to the software program in this memory. That is, the
transferring device 3 performs a telephone exchange about the target
extension telephone 4 based on the extension-telephone book data
memorized in built-in memory storage (hard disk drive).

[0046]first — the transferring device 3 — business -- it being having you
input by the number input in the touch-tone phone of a telephone, etc., and
other party specific information, such as a person's name, an ID number, or
an extension number, by the receiving clerk member (telephone operator)
16 or a telephone call candidate, It is recognized to which users la-Id the
phone call is made. And the inputted other party specific information is

tested by comparison to the information on each users [ la-Id (other party)

] room recognized with the room recognition device 2, and call transfer is

automatically carried out to the extension telephone 4 nearest to users
(la-Id) room pinpointed by this. Under the present circumstances, the
transferring device 3 chooses the telephone of an exchange place
automatically with the built-in voice reception device based on the

information received from outside line or an extension, for example,
performs [ "it is under call etc. now", etc. and ] automatic reception with a

sound to the telephone call candidate of a sending agency with a general
voice synthesis method.
[0047]Here, when the users la-Id who are the other parties have recognized
taking the seat of user la-Id itself [ the ] with the room recognition device
2, call transfer is performed to the extension telephone 4 (namely, extension
telephone 4 which each users la-Id should use essentially) of session.
[0048]Even if it is a case where the users la-Id who are the other parties
are moving to other rooms, the room recognition device 2 recognizes that

and the transferring device 3 performs call transfer to the extension
telephone 4 nearest to each users (la-Id) room promptly by transmitting
the information on the room to the transferring device 3.

[0049]And when it appears in the extension telephone 4 which the users
la-Id transmitted with the transferring device 3, a telephone call candidate
and the users la-Id will talk over the telephone as it is.

[0050]Thus, in this extension-call transfer system. Since it is possible to

carry out call transfer to the extension telephone 4 nearest to the users
(la-Id) room promptly even if it is a time of the users la-Id not being at

their desk when each users la-Id have got the telephone call, Even if it is a
case where an each users (la-Id) destination is unfixed, and a case where a

destination changes its address frequently, the telephone call with a

telephone call candidate and the users la-Id is started promptly.
[0051]However, when it has been recognized by the recognition result of

room in the room recognition device 2 that there are the users la-Id in a

predetermined non-sensing zone. Until the users la-Id come out from
non-sensing zones, such as a conference room, a lobby, or a toilet, the
transferring device 3, According to setting [ which the users la-Id wished
a priori ] up, carry out housesitting sound recording by the voice memo or
housesitting sound recording telephone, or. According to the priority which
each users la-Id set up beforehand, substitute transmission is carried out
or the E-mail by alphabetic-data-izing is transmitted to the users (la-Id)
computing system 13 which carries out attendance at the other users (la-Id)
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extension telephone 12 (Fig. 2). Thereby, although it is in a building or
indoor, call transfer can be forbidden when troublesome [ for the users
la-Id ] in a meeting and a break etc.

[0052]When it is in the place in which the users la-Id a telephone call

candidate does [ the users ] telephone call hope are not going out or which
cannot perform communication to the room recognition device 2, in no
room recognition devices 2, the information about users (la-Id) room is

acquired. When the extension telephone 4 of the session of the other party
(users la-Id) who was able to telephone is busy, even if it is able to

pinpoint the other party's (users la-Id) room with the room recognition
device 2, call transfer cannot be carried out to the extension telephone 4.

[0053]In this case, according to setting out the users la-Id expected the
transferring device 3 a priori like Fig. 2, Carry out call transfer to the
telephone number of the moved type telephones 11, such as a cellular
phone, carry out housesitting sound recording by the voice memo or
housesitting sound recording telephone, or, According to the priority which
each users la-Id set up beforehand, substitute transmission is carried out
or the E-mail by alphabetic-data-izing is transmitted to the users (la-Id)
computing system 13 which carries out attendance at the other users (la-Id)
extension telephone 12.

[0054]Here, when performing a voice memo, the transferring device 3 may
show a telephone call candidate with a sound, and the voice about which
the telephone call candidate spoke according to this guidance may be saved
as speech information at the IC memory etc. in which it was contained by
the transferring device 3. If it does so, and the users la-Id will do pushing
operation of the predetermined button ex post and will reproduce the
saved speech information, appropriate measures — the users la-Id
telephone a telephone call candidate again after that - can be taken
promptly. In this case, a telephone call candidate may utter a message
directly, the voice message in a voice memo may record, and a telephone
call candidate chooses and determines it with a touch-tone phone button
out of two or more routine messages. In this case, the transferring device 3
checks a telephone call candidate's telephone number within the
transferring device 3, extracts that telephone call candidate's name or name
from the table data prepared beforehand, and outputs automafically the
sound ''there was a telephone from Mr. XX" about that name or name. Or
an IC memory may not be used but the housesitting sound recording
telephone which records speech information, such as a telephone call

candidate's voice, to the tape may be used as it is.

[0055] Or, in case of transmitting. E-mail of character information to the
user's (la-Id) usual computing system 13 it is possible to produce such
character information bv convjerting tile voice of the caller generated by
follovymg a guidance of the feansfcrcing, device & and then is voice
recoignized or a fixed sentehc:^ selected fof an. operator or the caller by
pushing a button and sending such character information to the user's
E-mail adress as a message. In this case, after each users la-Id return to a

seat as illustrated in Fig.2, the computing system 13 which he uses is

started and it can check easily that there has been a telephone on the screen
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of that computing system 13 by the text as an E-mail.

[0056]Or when the users la-Id who were able to telephone are during the
conversation or the room cannot be recognized with all the room
recognition devices 2, When the users la-Id wish beforehand and set it as
the transferring device 3, in the secretary telephone 15 of the representation
in Fig. 1, the receiving clerk member 16 answers in a voice.
[0057] As mentioned above, in this extension-call transfer system. While
becoming possible to perform call transfer in users (la-Id) room promptly,
When the users la-Id are in a non-sensing zone, or when users (la-Id)
room is able to be checked with neither of the room recognition devices 2,
it becomes possible to take an alternative measure against the users la-Id
by each users (larld) hope, and very convenient connection can be
performed.

[0058]In the above-mentioned embodiment, although he was trying for each
room recognition device 2 to recognize the room using the portable
discriminating media 5, such as an each users (la-Id) IC card to carry,
Even when not using the portable discriminating medium 5, the input of
fingerprint recognition or a password is performed, for example in the case
of ON leaving in each part store, and may make it recognize each users
(la-Id) room, or a microphone is installed in each part store, Perform the
users' la-Id discernment in speech recognition or voiceprint analysis about
the voice extracted with this microphone, or an imaging camera is installed
in each part store, An each users (la-Id) face is identified according to
image recognition out of the picture picturized with this imaging camera,
and it may be made to recognize each users (la-Id) room based on these
discriminated results.

[0059]When room in which each room recognition device 2 is the users
la-Id had been recognized, were trying to transmit the information about
the room to the transferring device 3 in the above-mentioned embodiment,
but. When it replaced with such a method and each users la-Id have got
the telephone call in the transferring device 3, The information about the
users (la-Id) room is required of all the room recognition devices 2, and it

may be made for the room recognition device 2 which has recognized users
(la-Id) room* to reply the information on the room to the transferring
device 3 according to the demand.
[ 0060] Although what built in CPU, main memory ( RAM) , and
predetermined memory storage (hard disk drive) in the transferring device
3 was used in the above-mentioned embodiment, It may be made to use it,

connecting the computing system 22 to the telephone switchboard 21 of a
CTI method like Fig. 3 as the transferring device 3, and interlocking this
computing system 22 and telephone switchboard 21. in this case, all the
decision of the extension telephone 4 of the destination in the transferring
device 3 explained by the above-mentioned embodiment will be made with
the computing system 22.

[0061]A1though the telephone switchboard of the CTI method was adopted
as the transferring device 3 and the transferring device 3 was transmitting
the extension telephone 4 automatically by the above-mentioned
embodiment further again based on the room recognition result in each
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room recognition device 2, Like Fig. 4, the receiving clerk member
(telephone operator) 16 may adopt the transferring device 3 which
transmits an outside line telephone manually. In this case, the computing
system (display) 23 for displaying various information about a telephone
exchange besides a telephone switchboard as the transferring device 3 is

installed, When the room recognition result in each room recognition
device 2 was listed and displayed on the screen of the computing system 23
only installed in the session of the receiving clerk member 16 and each
users la-Id have got the telephone call, The receiving clerk member 16
peruses the information about each users (la-Id) room, seeing the screen of
the computing system 23 of session, and should just be made to perform
exchanging operation to an extension from an outside line telephone
manually. In this case, the correlation with the result of room recognition
with the room recognition device 2 beforehand defined with the data table
in the memory storage in the transferring device 3 and the extension
telephone 4 which should be transmitted is displayed in the list of [ on the
screen of the computing system 23 ]. It is desirable to enable search of the
information about users (la-Id) room in inputting a candidate's name and
ID number with the computing system 23 of the session of the receiving
clerk member 16 in this case.

[0062]When the outside line telephone call has been got from the each users
(la-Id) person who specifies and who was decided beforehand, it may be
made to tie to an individual person in charge directly preferentially, for
example, without letting a receiving clerk member pass, even if it is a case
where exchanging operation of the outside line telephone is carried out to
an extension via the receiving clerk member (telephone operator) 16. Also
when starting similarly from the same person frequently, it may be made
similarly to tie to an individual directly preferentially, without letting an
operator and a selection process pass. In this case, the history control
function to manage the history (history) about a telephone call is given to
the transferring device 3, When the telephone call candidate has telephoned
the users la-Id same in more than fixed frequency per month based on this
hysteresis information, it may be made to transmit a telephone to those
users la-Id. In this case, even if the user itself does not set up the desired
information about call transfer one by one, call transfer can be performed
in a user's room and it is automatically convenient for it.

[0063]Or it enables it to set pretense-of-being-out (refusal of admittance)
mode as the transferring device 3 conversely, The arrival of the telephone
number which was specified the case where the telephone call has been
beforehand got from those who are not wanted to start based on each users'
la-Id specification, and in the case of crank calls, such as a stalker, is

perceived, In the transferring device 3, it corresponds by a predetermined
reception message automatically, and may be made to make it not transmit
a telephone to each users la-Id directly.

[0064]

[Effect of the Invention]According to the invention according to claim 1, a
room recognition device communicates to a portable discriminating
medium, for example like claim 4, and each user's room is recognized, A
room recognition device like claim 5 Of fingerprint recognition, the input
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of a password, Identify each user according to the image recognition about
the speech recognition about each user's voice, voiceprint analysis, or the
picture that picturized each user with the predetermined imaging camera,
and the room is recognized, Since the transmission device is made to

perform call transfer to the extension telephone near a user's room
recognized with the room recognition device when the user has got the
telephone call, Even if it is a time of the user a telephone call candidate
wants to talk over the telephone not being at his desk, it becomes possible
to carry out call transfer to the extension telephone nearest to the user's

room promptly. In particular, even if it is a case where each user's

destination is unfixed, and a case where a destination changes its address
frequently, call transfer can be promptly performed to the extension
telephone near a user's destination, and the telephone call with a telephone
call candidate and a user is started promptly.
[0065]According to the invention according to claim 2, in a transmission
device, since he is trying to transmit to the extension telephone near room
recognized with the room recognition device based on the information in

memory storage when the user has got the telephone call, call transfer can
be performed automatically and it is convenient.

[0066]Since he is trying to display the extension telephone near room
recognized with the room recognition device based on the information in

memory storage on a display in a transmission device according to the
invention according to claim 3 when the user has got the telephone call,

When the telephone exchange is being performed with the help, call

transfer can be promptly performed to the extension telephone near a user's

destination, looking at a display with a display.

[0067]According to the invention according to claim 6, when the user has
recognized that it is in predetermined non-sensing zones, such as a

conference room and a lobby, with the room recognition device, since he is

trying for a transmission device to suspend the call transfer to all the
extension telephones, it is in a building or indoor, but. Telephone transfer
can be forbidden when troublesome [ for a user ] in a meeting and a break
etc.

[0068]According to claim 7 thru/ or the invention according to claim 11, a

transmission device, Because no room recognition device when it is in the
place in which a user is not going out or which cannot perform
communication to a room recognition device performs the alternative
measure when it recognizes room of the user of whom a telephone call

candidate expects. At least, the user itself can recognize having got the
telephone call to the user easily, and it is convenient for him.
[0069]Since it is made to perform the alternative measure of a transmission
device by setting out for every user according to the invention according to

claim 12, It becomes [ which alternative measure when two or more
alternative measures are prepared / whether an alternative measure should
be performed and / again is performed, and ] possible to set up for every
user, and it becomes possible to perform the alternative measure according
to the user's hope.

[0070]According to the invention according to claim 13, the history control
function is given to the transmission device, Since it is made to carry out



call transfer of the telephone from the telephone call candidate concerned
to a specific user when the same telephone call candidate has telephoned
the more nearly same user than fixed frequency based on the hysteresis

information collected by this history control function, Even if the user itself

does not set up this call transfer one by one, call transfer can be

automatically performed in a user's room.
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